Impact of a pulsed magnetic field on selected polymer implant materials.
Physiotherapy with the use of pulsed magnetic fields is one of the methods of activating the processes of bone healing and regeneration. Exposing materials serving as membranes in guided bone regeneration (GBR) or guided tissue regeneration (GTR) to magnetic fields is an effective model that allows to monitor changes in the material under the influence of the magnetic field. Materials engineering methods were used to verify the extent of material degradation resulting from magnetic field exposure in an aqueous environment. Changes in surface morphology were observed under an optical microscope and a scanning electron microscope (SEM). Changes in surface wettability were analysed in relation to the direct contact angle. Chemical structural changes were verified with the use of infrared spectroscopy (FTIR-ATR). The PCL-based membrane materials underwent relatively moderate surface degradation (altered contact angle, changes in surface morphology), but the absence of observable FTIR-ATR spectral shifts evidenced material stability under the influence of magnetic field. More extensive degradation processes were observed in the case of PLDLA-based materials, whose surface character changed from hydrophilic to hydrophobic. The spectra revealed enhanced intensity of the chain terminal groups, provided that modifiers (nanometric SiO2 and TCP (water reservoir)) were present in the polymer matrix. The extent degradation in the polymer membrane was primarily dependent on the presence of aqueous environment, while the influence of the magnetic field on the analysed membrane materials was negligible. Therefore, GBR/GTR membrane implants can be considered to remain stable during rehabilitation with the use of alternating magnetic field.